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Pallet Size
Stringer Height
Stringer Width
Deckboard Thickness

Machine is capable of building wing pallets.

Electrical Requirements

Air Requirements

Stacker Height
System Weight
Nail Size Range
Nail Capacity

Machines are wired @ 230 V 
3-phase 30 A
34 SCFM @120psi

2 pallets/minute
1” NPT connection

14’
12,000 lbs.
1-3/4” to 3-1/4”
3000 count nail coils

We stand behind our products and take 
care of our customers. When you place a 
service call, you’ll speak to a technician 
who knows your Pallet PRO inside and out. 

If you’re in the continental United States 
or Canada, our technicians will visit on-site 
to aid in the start-up process. We’ll also 
provide operator and maintenance 
personnel training. 

The Pallet PRO carries a full 
manufacturer's warranty on all motors, 
electronics, and pneumatic parts, as well as 
unlimited phone service to the original 
machine purchaser for the life of the 
machine.

24”x 24”  60”x 60”
2-1/2”  4-1/2”
1”  3-1/2”
3/8”  1-1/8”

STACKER

OPERATOR SIDE

The outfeed roll table may be placed on either
side of the stacker, if requested pre-production.
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PALLET SPECIFICATIONS
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STACKER

AUTOMATIC FLIPPER

30 GALLON AIR TANK

70 / 80 PAL TOOLS

STRINGER FEEDER

TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

OUTFEED TABLE

The Pallet PRO is a high capacity, automatic 
pallet machine that can help you expand into new 
markets and/or increase your current production.

Durable construction from heavy duty parts will 
give you years of dependable service. There 
are Pallet PRO’s that have been in production for 
over 20 years.

Several customers have been so satisfied with 
their Pallet Pro that they’ve bought additional 
machines to increase their output.

Compared to similar machines, you won’t find this 
volume of production at such a competitive price.

The Pallet PRO is preferred to hydraulic machines because it operates 
faster, costs less to maintain and has less downtime. 

Supplies a large volume of air for higher 
volume production should your air supply be 
a considerable distance away.

The touchscreen display and 5-button 
keypad makes viewing and entering 
information about each pallet easier.

These are the standard for pneumatic 
pallet machines. Top of the line PAL 
series nail tools can be provided for your 
Pallet PRO should you choose.

� SEE IT IN ACTION:
www.raycoindustries.com

Parts on the Pallet PRO are accessible. Adjustments to tools 
and trigger pressure can be made from the operator’s side. 

The Pallet PRO’s quick disconnects allow individuals 
to disconnect air lines using their hands instead of 
always requiring a tool. 

The Pallet PRO uses a PLC interface for 
immediate operation feedback. It also allows 
Rayco technicians to help you diagnose 
problems over the phone. 

BENEFITS

WHY THE Pallet PRO?

PNEUMATICALLY CONTROLLED

30 GALLON AIR TANK

LCD TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY

70 OR 80 PAL SERIES NAIL TOOLS

ACCESSIBILITY TO PARTS 

QUICK AIR DISCONNECTS

TROUBLESHOOTING & DIAGNOSTICS

1200

8hr
PALLETS

SHIFT

per

UP TO:


